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Depression and Poverty I.
Psychosocial and Cultural Determinants

Donald C. Ohuoha, M.D., M.P.H.

Abstract

The World Health Organization estimates that over 100 million people worldwide suffer from depression, that three times as many may be affected (1). While major advances have occurred in our understanding of the biological aspects of depression, the understanding of psychosocial causes of depression is still largely sketchy. Thus adequate intervention in dealing with this aspect of treatment of depression is scarce.

This paper, divided into two parts, will review recent findings in psychosocial causes of depression and suggest certain strategies for intervention, speculate on the roles of poverty and the issues raised by poverty on the rates of depression and suggest certain strategies for intervention in the treatment of depression amongst the poor.

INTRODUCTION

The World Health Organization estimates that over 100 million people suffer from depression, that three times as many may be affected (1). It is estimated to cost Americans approximately 16.3 billion dollars annually (2). Amongst the poor, however, it is not clear how many suffer from depression as this population has not been studied very well. In not studying this group, it becomes impossible to estimate their numbers and the human suffering which is often reflected in the psychosocial aspects of their illness, which includes cultural and sociodynamic factors.

Psychosocial factors have been implicated in the development, maintenance, course, and treatment of depression (3), however their specific function in the course of depressive illness remains controversial (2,3). The purpose of this paper is to highlight several psychological and social variables that have been correlated with depression among the poor, speculate on their origins, and then suggest intervention strategies. In part 1 of this paper, the psychological causes of depression among the poor is divided into cultural determinants, attributional style, dysfunctional attitudes and sociodynamic causes. The issues raised by these are also discussed. In part 2, intervention strategies will be discussed.

PSYCHOSOCIAL CAUSES OF DEPRESSION IN THE POOR

Cross Cultural Determinants

Culture may influence the production of illness, in this case the incidence and prevalence of depression. This can be viewed in terms of the social construction of
illness that is the pattern of distress, interpretation of that distress as illness, and the response to it. The social network can affect not only the production of depression but it also responds to it. A particular culture may favor certain patterns of illness idioms of distress; the identification by which the distress is known; the local models persons typically construct to explain it; and typical patterns of help seeking, which may influence the course and outcome of disease. Some authors have emphasized the different pathogenic factors which may affect rates of depression in different cultures and the factors affecting its particular manifestation (4,5). The literature on cross-cultural psychiatry is full of studies that have addressed differences in the rates of depression across cultures (6–10). However most of these are inconclusive. The problems involved in epidemiological assessment with regards to research in Western-developed countries like uniformity of methods and instruments, and case criteria become even more complicated in cross cultural research. Studies in the epidemiology of depression, though numerous, have yielded only few conclusions about ethnocultural variations in the frequency and distribution of depressive disorders. Until recently most of the information has been anecdotal on systematically collected clinical experiences. Historically, studies of rates of depression in poor communities of western countries and in developing countries have been rare. A review by Prince (11) of depressive illness in Africa divided the literature into reports prior to 1958, which indicate a low incidence, and reports since 1958, which indicates rates comparable to those in the West. Prince postulated four reasons why there was a reported higher incidence of depression in much of post-Colonial Africa after 1958:

1. Depression was a relatively “prestigious” disease believed to afflict only those who are “especially sensitive or intellectually aware.” Prince explained that “in the colonial era depressions should not be seen and named because Africans were not responsible; in the era of independence, depression should be seen because Africans are responsible and aware.”

2. Identification of certain clinical presentations as masked depression, especially somatization and neurasthenia which were common, may have led to a more frequent diagnosis of depression. This may have represented a shift in case identification.

3. Patients and families may have viewed mental hospitals as inappropriate places to seek help for the kind of distress that would have been diagnosed as depression. They were more likely to have seen traditional healers, if the depression became too troublesome to be dealt with in the community. Consequently, because of a selection bias against hospital-based treatment for depression, psychiatrists may have underestimated the rates of depression. It should be noted that the attitude noted here is prevalent in Western cultures also and not indigenous only with the under-developed countries of the world.

4. With Westernization and social transformation there may have been a true rise in the rates of depression.

Prince’s formulation of the prestige factor to explain the increase, in the
post-independence era, of the diagnosis of depression recognizes the relationship between the prevailing conceptualization of depression, its interaction with factors arising from the cultural and historical concepts in which it is embedded, and the clinical practices. All of these indirectly put the finger on the effects of illiteracy and poverty. It should be pointed out that in Britain, the definition of melancholy, and its evolution into current concepts of depression, explains in part why there was a reluctance of British colonial psychiatrists to diagnose melancholia (12). Thus people like Robert Burton, who wrote in his work, The English Malady, stated “fools weak or stupid persons, heavy and dull souls are seldom troubled with vapors or lowness of the spirits . . . these nervous disorders being computed to make almost 1/3 of the complaints of the people of condition in England” (13). The poor and disinfranchised have also been called weak. Thus Prince’s suggestion of the prestige factor may indicate that during colonial periods the diagnosis of depression amongst the inhabitants of the colonies might have been considered tantamount to acknowledging that African and Asian natives or even poor people in general had more in common with the Englishmen and the rich than the colonial rationalization would admit. Thus the prestige factor might not only have predisposed colonial psychiatrists to diagnose depression more frequently, but it may also have left preindependence colonial psychiatrists ill disposed to recognize it as such.

A variety of culturally specific presentations of depression and related local idioms of distress have been reported throughout the world. It has been reported that depressed patients in Afghanistan may complain of weakness and a feeling of a hand squeezing their heart. Obsessive-compulsive patterns have been reported amongst the Japanese, and Indian depressives may be preoccupied with family issues, loss of libido and religion (14). Reports of culture-bound syndromes such as heartbreak syndrome among elderly Mohave Indian men (hiwaitck), genital retraction syndrome in Southeast Asia (Koro), susto in Latin America, different forms of soul loss worldwide (15,16) and other locally constructed idioms of distress (7) seem to address important aspects of the depression experience.

Western patients have been reported to report guilt and self reproach as features of depression. This has been touted as distinguishing them from patients elsewhere. Murphy (17) suggested that this association of guilt with depression may reflect the influence of the Judeo-Christian heritage. Others have, however, indicated that guilt is not so rare amongst Africans or Asians as once believed (18,19,20,21).

ATTRIBUTIONAL STYLE

Attributions are the answers people give to the question “why”? A negative or biased attributional style has been implicated in persons experiencing depressive symptoms. Abramson et al (22) posited a relationship between expecting events to be uncontrollable and experiencing depression. They described the role of attributions in depression after learned helplessness theory failed to account for the losses of self-esteem or chronic symptoms noted in human depression. They argued that depressed patients will explain negative events appealing to internal global and
stable causes. This oftentimes is the case among the depressed poor. To explain positive events they will attribute cause to external, specific and unstable factors and are thus lured to these factors in their search for positive events.

Attributional styles can be assessed by the Attributional Style Questionnaire (23). In the so called Hopelessness Theory, Alloy (24) explains that biased thinking plays a central role in depression. There is some agreement that poor depressed patients are more likely than rich depressed patients to attribute the cause of negative events to internal global and stable causes and view themselves, the world and the future, negatively. There is still some controversy with the speculation that poor depressed people (depressed people in general) thinking is less “realistic” than the thinking of non-depressed people. The role poverty plays in this is not understood and will be a topic of some speculation later in this paper.

DYSFUNCTIONAL ATTITUDES

Beck (25,26) maintains that biases in thinking plays a central role in depression. He explains that this includes a negative view of the self, world, and future. If dysfunctional attitudes have developed during early life experiences that result in inflexible and negative views of oneself the world and future, particularly if this is precipitated by poverty, one can assume that this follows one throughout life. Dysfunctional attitudes may be state dependent (27), making their role as a vulnerability or etiologic factor questionable. However, it is important to note that patients with high Dysfunctional Attitude Scores (DAS) have been shown to be more vulnerable to negative events (28,29).

Abnormal interpersonal relationships contribute to chronic dysfunctional attitude. Interpersonal relationships amongst depressed persons is often abnormal. These persons’ difficulty in social interactions is not limited to the family. Tongren and Levinsohn (30) demonstrated that depressed persons compared with non-depressed controls reported deficits in social functioning in groups, which included decreased frequency and comfort in social activity. Coyne (31) suggests that depressed people engender hostility and guilt to their listeners and are therefore at risk for being rejected. It is not clear again how poverty contributes to this and is an area that needs more research.

SOCIODYNAMIC FACTORS AND DEPRESSION

Several workers have hypothesized that psychosocial stresses adversely affect a person’s emotional health. This to a large extent depends on ones ability to cope with various stressors (coping styles). This is also influenced by the availability of adequate social support, by ones age, sex, socio-economic status, mental status and religion. Apart from depression, life stress (including poverty) has been implicated with physical illnesses, like dysfunctional uterine bleeding, end stage renal disease, dermatological disorders, stroke (26), and myocardial infarction (27).
ISSUES RAISED BY PSYCHOSOCIAL AND SOCIODYNAMIC CAUSES OF DEPRESSION

The issue of poverty and its interrelations to depression is the main focus of this paper. Earlier we discussed the cultural attitudes and social dynamic influences in the production of illness. The perception of poverty is varied in different cultures. A person might be poor in one culture but may be perceived rich in another. If poverty is related to depression, the interpretation of depression and response to it may be different among different socioeconomic classes, as well as cultures. This may also be true even in intra-cultural perspective. By this I mean the perception of depression and interpretation of it may not be the same in affluent and poor areas of say Washington, D.C. or in similar areas in developing countries. This raises significant questions that must be understood prior to strategies for intervention. If poverty does interact with depression—and if its perception and understanding varies amongst cultures and classes:

1. Does poverty interact with the biological antecedents and effects of depression? In this question the speculation (mine) is that it does. The role of the gene role, nutritional status and other local ecological and biological milieu do effect the rate of depression, even though it has not been studied properly. Poor nutritional status, substandard housing, high rates of illness, substance abuse prevalent amongst the poor may contribute to abnormalities in the biochemical causes of depression, even from childhood.

   It might be that the chronicity of these conditions and their contributions to depression, even though not perceived as such within these populations, creates a biological environment devoid of clear thinking and planning. There is not much known about the effects of persistent neural discharges and the cognitive adjustment poor people make to live with these conditions, and their contribution to attributional styles and dysfunctional attitudes found in depressed patients. On the other hand, does cultural beliefs and practices within a population, even though poor, affect the physical environment to expose and to deter one from the effects of these biological antecedents (32)?

   I also speculate that this is true but is an area that needs more study.

   Foster (29) noted that the American Indian views time in a much different manner than the Anglo American, perceives time and space as a measurable and ordered entity. He notes that Indians have a focus on the present much like the poor, whose conditions force them to, without any orientation as to future time. This may invariably lead to not planning ahead, not knowing where one is going. It is also sometimes a prelude to atrophy of coping skills, self-medication, and thus leads to disease and abnormalities in neural discharges. On the other hand, these beliefs may also help one to cope with these abnormal discharges when they occur through other mechanisms that are not related to poverty.

2. Does poverty interact with the psychological antecedents and effects of depression? Consider the role of the concept of self among poor people, the
intense affect brought on by poverty, preferred coping styles and locally defined principles organizing intrapsychic experiences. These all affect the events that cause depression.

In a community where everyone is poor, the effects of poverty and its consequences may not be perceived, and thus may not present a poor concept of self among individuals living in that community. The affects brought on by poverty may not be intense and preferred coping styles may be adaptive and intrapsychic experiences may be one that does not precipitate depression. However, when a poor community is surrounded by an affluent one, the perception of poverty may change and preferred coping styles may be maladaptive and contribute immensely in precipitating depression and may also play a role in the consequent sequellae of the disease. For example, the concept of self amongst people in McLean, Virginia may be the same as those in rural Idaho because these communities are essentially far from each other and day to day interactions amongst the peoples do not occur, even though the culture is the same. What is considered poor in McLean, may be considered rich in Idaho, but because people do not experience that daily, their experiences and thus psychological make-up as it relates to such conditions, is invariably stable. If, however, these two communities that share the same cultural basis are in close proximity, the psychological understanding of self amongst people of these two communities will become altered. Local beliefs and practices then impact in the psychological make-up of the individual and functions as antecedents, either creating vulnerability or affect symptom formation of depression. As another example, Nobles (34,35,36) has emphasized the concept of strong group identification or “we-ness” as a positive Black American trait. Cook and Rono (37) and White (38) have also argued that growth-promoting aspects of Afro American culture and consciousness can positively organize the intrapsychic experience of the individual. These in turn could be used by the individual to cope with the ravages of poverty and depression.

3. Does culture and poverty interact with the social antecedents and effect of depression? The answer to this question is yes. The external and internal social forces on the culture, mores, attitudes and beliefs, also impact on the incidents and manifestations of different rates of depression. What is the role of stereotypes, interpersonal and institutional (Governments) perceptions, and principles of organizing social relationships on the culture and thus its relationship to depression? The individual whom society by its stereotype is expected to behave a certain way is forced often to live up to that expectation either to maintain an identity, a self-image, or to be accepted. This is true not only in that individuals interaction with the outside or within his or her own group. Do Government’s perception of a group or community and does it in turn affect the rate of poverty and thus depression? My speculation is that it does. When Governments accept squalid conditions and fail to improve Social Services, or improve opportunities for employment, this in turn reinforces
poverty, poor self-esteem and thus leads to greater depression, even though it is not perceived as such among members of such groups. This area has not been studied greatly either and its role to dysfunctionality needs to be studied. The role of societal disruptions, migrations, modernizations, natural disasters and wars as determinant of poverty and their effects on the rates of depression have also not been studied. The effect of war on post-traumatic stress syndrome however is well known. Consider the term “The Good Old Days.” What does it mean? That conditions before were better in terms of interpersonal relationships, peoples perception of themselves, or is it a true indictment of modernization? I don’t know, but I speculate it’s all of the above.

4. Do culture and poverty influence the way people think of depression and related patterns of distress and how does it in turn influence what people think? The answer to this question was alluded to earlier. It addresses the relationship between cosmopolitan (affluent) and local (low socioeconomic) factors of depression.

Culture and poverty do influence the way people think of depression. It affects the way people deal with life events which is known to play a key role in depressive illness (39). In speaking of life events, each culture deals with events differently and thus modulates its impact (increasing or decreasing) on depression. It is clear however that poverty in itself, regardless of cultural belief modulations, is correlated to depression and self-esteem (39,40). Brown, in their sample, found that working class women were more likely than middle class women to become depressed if they experienced a stressful event or major difficulty. If this is so, does it then mean that poor depressed people’s thinking is “unrealistic” in the face of consistent stresses and unfavorable life events. This is an area worth studying.

5. Do religious ideologies contribute to or protect from depression? The answer here is again yes, even amongst the poor. The relationship between normal suffering and clinical depression may vary between social classes and cultures. In Buddhist society where normal suffering is often considered intrinsic feature of human condition rather than indication of disorder, the features of depression as defined in standard diagnostic systems, may not apply. Therefore it is imperative that standard diagnostic systems be refined to take into account such local idioms of distress so as to avoid an incorrect diagnosis when such religious beliefs do occur.

SUMMARY

In the first part of this paper, I have tried to raise significant questions that have yet found very few answers. Depression amongst the poor presents a perplexing question regarding the cause, how it is perceived and the cultural underpinnings that drive or protect individuals from the disease. The phenomena of lived experiences vary across cultures and social strata. There are specific differences in the significance
of guilt somatization and neurasthenia, one must consider the cultural and historical factors that shape the concepts of depression in a particular culture or socioeconomic group, prior to planning strategies for intervention. These must also be understood so as to prepare ethnographies of the experience of depression among local classes, especially the poor to complement findings from other qualitative methods. When these are understood they will help to create strategies for mental health delivery for this population. The questions raised were done to provoke debate and research in the area with the hope that significant answers will be found that will help improve policy and treatment of this population. In Part II, I will review suggested strategies for intervention.
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